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                    With The Best Wishes For you 
   I- Grammar    
   
  A- Put the following words in order to make a meaningful sentence. (1) 
   
1- The milk - too- to – is- cold- drink-for me / The milk is too cold for me to 

drink. 
 
  B-Choose the best choice (4) 
  
   1-The house was ……………….small for us to live in. 
       a- so                b- such               c- very              d- too  
   2- The  experiment ……………….. at the university of Shiraz was successful. 
      a- conducted       b- which conducted          c- conducting      d- to conduct 
   3-The teacher made the students--------------a quiz every week. 
     a- take              b-to take         c-took              d-taking 
   4-You can put people's lives in danger by-------------------too fast 
      a- drive            b-to drive        c-driving         d-drives 

   5-It is ………………. beautiful flower that I like the best. 

      a.so                     b. so a              c.such             d.such a 

  6---------------people get older, they become less flexible. 
     a-As                    b-Since           c- Because of           d-Because 
 

  7-I have ……………money to buy the book. 

   a.too                b.enough          c.so                    d.such   

   8-The window--------------by her is expensive. 
 a- break            b-was broken         c-broken            d-breaking. 
 
     C-Re Write( 1 ) 
   
1-The people who live next door are from England .    
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The people living next door are from England 
 
                     
I I- Reading Comprehension: 
 
A-Read the following passage & fill in the blanks with correct words.(3) 
 
The Earth is made up of   three…layers…. .    The…crust…..,the mantle, and 
the core. 
The …crust…..,the layer that you live…on….., is like  the …skin…..of an apple. 
It is 
Very …thin…..in comparison to the other two layers. 

 
B- Read the passage carefully & choose the correct choice(2) 

Thousands of years ago, people observed the night sky and recorded their 

observations in cave paintings and rock art. These ….1…. observations 

were made without telescopes or other ….2…. The only things early 

people could see were the ….3…. of the moon and some of the moon’s 

larger ….4…. . They could also see some of the planets and many stars. 

Then, about 400 years ago, the telescope was invented. 

 

1. a. daily                   b. early             c. easy                  d. funny 

2. a. graphics             b. stations        c. vehicles             d. devices 

3. a. phases               b. objects         c. probes               d. methods 

4. a. bases                 b. missions       c. features             d. samples 

 
C-What are the most important parts of a good speech, rank the following 
from the most important (a) to the least important(d).      (2) 
  (  a   ) choosing an interesting topic  
  (  d   ) telling jokes & funny stories  
  (   c  ) making eye contact 
  (  b   ) teaching the audience something new 
                                                                             
 
III –Sentence Functions 
     Complete the following sentences with correct words (1) 
1-A white / yellow material under the skin ……fat………                                         
2-Energy that comes from the sun is ………solar energy…….. 
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 IV-Vocabulary 
 A-Word Definition (3)                                                            
  1- occur         (a)                                  a-happen 
  2-completely  (c)                                 b- able to change without breaking 
  3-flexible         (b)                                  c- entirely 
  4-populated     (e)                                   d- release 
                                                         e- full of people   
 5-prevent         (f)      f- stop 
 6 –vacation        (g)      g- holiday       
        
                                                   
                                                                               7-audience                                                            
   
B-Fill in the blanks with the words given (3) 

      
   1- Fear and…… embarrassment ….about speaking to people can be 
controlled. 
   2- In giving a good speech, learn how to speak with ------ confidence -----  
   3- The … urban …. Children work in trade and services. 
   4- It is hard to …… Attach ….. a fax into another document. 
   5- Food as  …… fuel …….helps our bodies to move and to act. 
 6- Importance of … environment……..makes us reduce the gasses such as 
carbon    dioxide and methane. 
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Attach - urban– embarrassment - extinction –fuel – confidence-environment 


